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Influence of the number of layers on the equilibrium of a granular packing
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This paper reports an experimental study on avalanches in a granular material contained in a confined
geometry. The granular packing is made of monosize glass beads initially poured into a box that is slowly
inclined until an avalanche takes place at a critical angleuM ~maximum angle of stability!. The avalanche
involves a decrease of the surface slope until a second critical angleu r ~angle of repose! is reached. Both
angles and the mass displaced out of the box during the avalanche are studied as a function of the height of the
granular packing. In order to avoid cohesion effects, experiments are carried out in a humidity controlled
environment. For small packings, up to approximately ten layers, the stability of the system is significantly
affected by the rough surface at the bottom. In contrast, for thicker systems, critical angles do not depend on
the height.

PACS number~s!: 45.70.Ht, 45.70.Mg, 05.45.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular flows are very important in different industri
processes, like handling, transport, storage, mixing, and
packing of powders, pebbles, sand, gravel, flour, salt, gra
and seeds in pharmaceutical, building, and food industr
for example. On another scale, some geological proce
also involve granular systems: avalanches, dune forma
earth-plate displacements, etc.

Surface flows on a sand heap have been the subject
tremendous number of scientific works@1#, particularly in
the last ten years following the paper by Bak, Tang, a
Wiesenfeld~BTW! @2#, which related the surface instabilit
of a sand heap~i.e., avalanches! to self-organized-criticality
~SOC!. These works have shown that a sand heap is n
good experimental system to test the pertinence of SOC
sentially because the equilibrium of the heap does not
pend on only one ‘‘critical’’ angle, as in the cellular autom
ton described by BTW, but on two angles~at least!: ~i! the
maximum angle of stabilityuM , which is here defined as th
angle at which, on the average, the avalanche starts and~ii !
the angle of reposeu r , which is the angle at which, on th
average, it stops. Fauve and co-workers@3#, performing ex-
periments in a rotating drum, found different avalanche
gimes depending on the rotation speed of the drum: a cha
regime at small velocities and a periodic regime at lar
ones. They proposed a simple model for avalanches base
an analogy with the stick-slip motion observed in the case
solid friction. This model fits their experimental results ve
well. More recently, Bouchaudet al. ~@4,5#! have proposed a
new theoretical model for continued surface flow~rather than
avalanche-type flow! based on a set of coupled equatio
relating the moving grain densityR(x,t) and the local height
h(x,t) ~wherex is the spatial coordinate andt is time!. A
dispersion constantD is introduced to take into account ve
locity fluctuations. De Gennes and collaborators@6# have
proposed a modified version of this model, without the d
fusion term~assumed as negligible!. These authors introduc
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/738~6!/$15.00
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a neutral angleun , defined as the angle at which erosio
balances accretion and is uniquely defined~it does not de-
pend on the type of experiment performed; for example
the avalanche takes place in an open cell, the angle of re
is equal toun , whereas in a closed cell the angleu r is not
un , but u r5un2d5uM22d!. They also distinguish thin
flows from thick flows, where saturation effects are prese
and analyze downhill and uphill waves due to the convect
velocity of the grains within the rolling phase. We observ
those uphill and downhill waves in our experiments, but t
difference between thin and thick flows turned out to
much more dramatic than predictions.

Pouliquen and Renault@7# have recently studied the ons
of a flow of two granular materials resting on a rough be
The critical angle at which the particles start to flow is fou
to increase when the initial depth of the pile decreases, sh
ing that the cohesion of the material is greater near the
than in the bulk. This result is partially confirmed by the
experiments because the thickness of the systems used i
experiments herein reported covers a larger range.

Some authors have tried to linkuM to a stability criterion
starting from one ball in equilibrium on a triangle of thre
balls @8#. We shall see that these predictions are not c
firmed by our experiments.

This work analyzes the dependence of the stability o
granular packing on its size~number of layers!. We are es-
sentially concerned with the dependence ofuM ,u r , and the
average avalanche massM on the thickness of the granula
system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

Experiments are carried out in a box 32-cm long a
26-cm wide. The box is made of transparent glass that allo
the observer to visualize the heap inside.

To obtain a disordered packing, the box is filled up w
glass beads~2.260.2 mm in diameter!, which are poured
over a rough bottom surface. This bottom bed is made
738 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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gluing the same glass beads that fill both systems over a
piece of glass.

Taking into account bead density, the diameter, and
bottom area of the system, the amount of mass neede
form one granular layer with a two-dimensional~2D! pack-
ing fraction of 0.7 is determined, a procedure widely used
previous works~@9,10#!. The addition of this quantity~230 g!
of granular material to the system is counted as adding
layer onto it. This ensures a regular increase in the heigh
the system. Experimentally, it was found that the pack
heighth is a function of the number of layersN:

h'
)

2
dN, ~1!

whered is the bead diameter, and the approximation ho
for N.1. The factor of proportionality in Eq.~1! is close to
the value found for a high closed packing~HCP!.

One of the most important experimental problems lies
adjusting the height of the blocking bar at the outlet of t
box ~see Fig. 1!. If the bar is a few centimeters higher tha
the granular medium, it stops the avalanche, the mas
which cannot then be measured. This may modify both
angle of reposeu r and the regime of avalanches@11#. If the
blocking bar is removed, the slope of the system at this le
corresponds to the angle of repose, and the avalanche al
starts at this place. Thus the decision was made to pla
wall, the upper side of which was leveled with the center
the balls, in the upper layer of the system. With such
arrangement, the wall cannot stop an avalanche, but it s
lizes the packing and decreases the probability that an
lanche may start at a small distance from it@12#. The block-
ing bar may influence and modify—weakly—the results
the experiments.

From experimental observations, it is clear that the re
tive humidity of the room air in which the experiment
performed has a great influence. For a relative humid
larger than 60%, capillary forces give cohesion to the m
dium, and for a relative humidity smaller than 45%, elect
static forces are at least of the order of the weight of
grains@1#. The most significant experiments were carried o
under a controlled humidity of 50% and will be compared
the ones performed at higher room humidity.

To keep humidity at a constant value of 50%, the box t
contains the granular material is connected to a slow flow

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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air, which is filtered to avoid any contamination. The a
comes from a closed container with distilled water that
plugged into a thermal bath at a temperatureT below room
temperatureTa . In this container, water is in equilibrium
with its vapor and, when the air at temperatureT reaches the
box at a higher temperatureTa , it lowers its humidity. Hu-
midity is measured inside the box by means of a thermo
grometer.

For a system with a given number of layersN, ten experi-
ments are performed at a fixed humidity value. The num
of layers varies between 1 and 34.

The box is secured on a heavy plane apt to be incline
different angles and initially tilted at an angle with respect
the horizontal that is increased at a rate of 5° per minu
from 0° to 20°, quite far from the value at which avalanch
start. When the critical angleuM is approached~after 20°!,
the angle variation rate is slowed down to 1° per minute u
a large avalanche is detected.

The avalanche massM is measured using an electron
scale connected to a PC computer. The maximum angl
stability, uM , is measured with a goniometer fixed to th
plane@Fig. 2~a!#. To calculate the angle of repose we me
sure the angled @Fig. 2~b!# between the plane and the fin
free surface:u r5uM2d.

When the number of layers of the system is large enou
the angled can be determined in two ways:~i! by decreasing
the angle of the plane till the final free surface of the pile
horizontal and then measuring it directly with a goniomet
~ii ! by using the avalanche mass and the final geom
achieved by the system@Fig. 2~b!#: tan(d)}M.

For systems with a fewer number of layers, the final fr
surface of the packing is not always flat. The way in whi
we determined in this case will be explained in Sec. IV A
Finally, mean valueŝuM&, ^u r&, ^d&, and^M& are computed
over the ten measurements with fixedN.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Before a large avalanche is produced, small and la
surface rearrangements are observed. These rearrange
take place at random locations on the free surface of
packing and may involve from less than 1% of the surfa
~small rearrangements! to almost the whole free surfac
~large rearrangements!. A detailed study is being carried ou
on the latter, and results will soon be reported. Prelimin
results widely found in the literature show that small re
rangements occur before the angle of repose, and that
distribution follows an exponential law with an expone
around21.5 ~@13,14#!. Large rearrangements occur betwe
the angle of reposeu r and the maximum angle of stabilit

FIG. 2. ~a! Maximum angle of stabilityuM , where the ava-
lanche begins.~b! Final configuration for a large enough number
layers. White zone corresponds to the total displaced mass du
the avalanche.
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uM , and they may be detected at a regular stepDu that
seems to depend on the number of layers of the pack
Their size distribution follows an exponential behavior d
pending onu.

As for large avalanches, they may also start at any pl
on the free surface, but very quickly their size increases
becomes of the order of the size of the system. This beha
is comparable to the one reported by Bretzet al. @15#. De-
pending on the thickness of the packing, two kinds of p
cesses may be observed.

A. Avalanches in thin granular packings

~i! The avalanche starts anywhere on the free surface
~ii ! A bouncing flow takes place where grains intera

directly with the fixed rough bed.
~iii ! All layers are involved in the process.
~iv! Once the avalanche stops, the retained grains for

wedge close to the blocking bar, and sometimes a small
tion gets randomly trapped in the rough bottom. In tho
cases,d is not well defined and it cannot be directly me
sured with the goniometer. However, an effective angledeff
can be estimated using the avalanche mass~Sec. IV A!.

B. Avalanches in thick granular packings

~i! Avalanches also start anywhere on the free surface
the onset of the avalanche, a few grains start to roll do
but very quickly the movement is amplified because rolli
grains destabilize some other grains. Depending on the s
ing location of the avalanche, two kinds of amplification pr
cesses are observed:

~a! The avalanche starts near the top of the free surfa
Grains start to roll downhill from this location, and a des
bilizing wave propagates downward until it reaches the b
tom.

~b! The avalanche starts somewhere in the middle o
the lowest part of the box. Grains also start to roll down a
flow out of the box but, in addition, an uphill wave may b
observed, involving new grains that start to roll.

~ii ! Not all layers are involved in the process. In fact, t
most remarkable experimental observation is that only gra
belonging to a fixed number of superficial layers are set i
motion. That is, independently of the height of the packing
constant number of superficial layers contribute to the a
lanche process. This critical number of layers is herein ca
Nc .

~iii ! In particular, it is very interesting to remark the wa
in which theseNc layers are set into motion. As stated abov
the process begins at the free surface. Almost immedia
the second layer begins to move, then the third one, an
on, up to approximately the fifth one. At this point, the fir
layer has already flown out of the box. Propagation proce
inside the bulk while superficial layers are removed from
system. In this way, one can always observe a creeping b
of approximately five layers in motion. When the perturb
tion reaches layerNc , the avalanche stops.

~iv! Once the avalanche stops, the final free surface of
system becomes flat and extends over the full length
width of the box leaving an empty volume that is almos
perfect wedge of angled. Figure 3 shows a lateral view o
the free surface after the avalanche stopped.
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~v! Finally, the metastable zone, between the angle
reposeu r and the maximum angle of stabilityuM , reported
in several works~@4,5#!, was not found in the system here
reported. In order to study the stability of the packing in th
zone, a set of experiments was performed: the plane
raised at a constant velocity and smoothly stopped every
before the angle of repose,u r , was reached, and every 1
beyond. Each time, the system was exposed to both w
and strong perturbations: blocks of two different weigh
were thrown from a constant height on the table that held
granular packing. Three different behaviors were found:

~a! For u,u r , small rearrangements were observed f
lowing the external perturbation.

~b! For u r,u,24.5°, the system still remained ver
stable with respect to external perturbations, which trigge
large surface rearrangements that did not evolve into an
lanche.

~c! For 24.5°,u,uM , large surface rearrangemen
originated by an external perturbation led to an avalanch

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, experimental results are reported. In S
IV A, the behavior ofuM andd for a fixed number of layers
is studied. Later on, the variation of mean values^M&, ^uM&,
and ^d& with the number of layersN is discussed. In Sec
IV C, the influence of humidity is analyzed.

A. Determination of uM and d in a system
with a fixed number of layers

As stated above for a packing with a certain number
layersN, several experiments were performed under ident
conditions. In each experiment, the maximum angle of s
bility uM , the mass of the avalancheM, and the anglesd or
deff were measured. In order to make a good determinatio
these typical values, ten experiments performed under id
tical conditions turned out to be enough. Very interesti
results were obtained from the analysis of these ten meas
ments. The results obtained for thick and thin packings
described under separate headings. The critical numbe
layers separating both regimes isNc'13.

1. Thick packings„NÌNc…

Figure 4 shows the ten measurements obtained in a
layer system. The maximum angle of stabilityuM andd are
plotted as a function of the avalanche mass.

Avalanches do not start exactly at the same angleuM ; the
values fluctuate within a certain range, typically 3°, wi
corresponding fluctuations of the avalanche mass. Sim
results were obtained by Pouliquen and Evesque~@7,16#!,

FIG. 3. Lateral view of the final free surface in a 34-layer sy
tem after the avalanche stopped. The inclinable plane is horizo
and the avalanche took place to the left side of the box.
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who ascribe the dispersion to the initial random packing. T
same fluctuation is found ford values. However, within thes
fluctuations a strong correlation is found between the mas
a given avalanche and the corresponding values ofuM andd.

The linear dependence betweend and M might be ex-
pected because both variables are representative of the
of the avalanche@Fig. 2~b! and Eq.~1!#:

tan~d!'d5
)d

mL
M , ~2!

where d5(2.260.2) mm is the bead diameter,m5(230
61) g is the mass of one layer, andL5(32062) mm is the
box length. These values lead to a factor of proportionality
Eq. ~2! of (52310236631023) kg21, while the slope of
the linear regression shown in Fig. 4 is 533102368
31023 kg21. A similar agreement is obtained for all the sy
tems under study havingN.Nc .

As may be seen in Fig. 4,uM also displays a linear be
havior with respect to the avalanche mass, and both stra
lines have roughly the same slope. ConsideringuM5u r1d
and Eq.~2!, this result shows that once the avalanche start
some angleuM , the process evolves, displacing a quantityM
out of the packing of mass such that the free surface alw
reaches the same angleu r , whatever the values ofuM and
M. The same behavior is obtained for the values ofN.Nc
considered in this work. In other words,u r appears to be an
intrinsic parameter of the granular medium, as generally
pected in the literature@18#.

2. Thin packings„NËNc…

Systems with less thanNc layers are analyzed in this se
tion. Figure 5 shows the variation ofuM with M for a series
of ten measurements performed on a six-layer pack
Again,uM fluctuates within a range of 3°, but in this case t
dependence onM is not linear.

It should be remembered that forN,Nc , d is sometimes
not defined, and it cannot be directly measured with a go
ometer. However, an effective angledeff can be computed if
one supposes that the retained mass always accumu
close to the blocking bar, forming a wedge of angledeff as
shown in Fig. 6. Then the following geometrical relatio
betweendeff and the avalanche massM holds:

FIG. 4. uM ~open squares! andd ~filled circles! as a function of
the avalanche massM obtained in a 20-layer packing and fittin
curve ~filled lines!.
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tan~deff!'deff5
)dm

4L

N2

~mN2M !
. ~3!

In Fig. 5, deff values computed from Eq.~3! are plotted,
with N56 and measured mass values. As may be seen,
curves display the same trend, the difference between t
being a constant value which, as shown in Fig. 6, isu r .

In short, for a packing with a given number of layersN,
an avalanche is observed for different values ofuM within a
certain range. This range spreads over approximately
However, despite this dispersion, the larger the angleuM at
which the avalanche starts, the larger the massM displaced
out of the box, so that the final free surface always reac
the same angleu r . Section IV B reports on the variation o
M, uM , u r , andd mean values with the number of layers
the packing.

B. Influence of the number of layers

1. Avalanche mass

Figure 7 displays variations of the mean avalanche m
^M& with the number of layers of the packing. The plot co
roborates the existence of a critical number of layersNc that
separate two different behaviors of the avalanche mass.

~i! Up to N5Nc'13, the mean mass of the avalanc
increases with the number of layers of the system.

FIG. 5. uM ~open squares! andd ~filled circles! as a function of
the avalanche massM obtained in a six-layer packing and fittin
curve ~filled line!.

FIG. 6. Scheme of the final packing configuration forN,Nc .
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~ii ! For N.Nc , the mass of the avalanche is almost co
stant ^M &5(1524670) g and the final free surface of th
system is flat~the wedge is reached!. It should be recalled
that in this regime, onlyNc superficial layers are involved in
the avalanche. ThenNc can be calculated considering th
the avalanche mass is the one contained in half the para
epiped formed by theseNc layers:

^M &5 1
2 mNc . ~4!

Using experimental values for̂M& and m5230 g, the fol-
lowing value is obtained:Nc51361, which agrees with vi-
sual observation.

2. Maximum angle of stability

Figure 8 displays values of the mean maximum angle
stability, ^uM&, and the angle of repose,^u r&, for different
number of layers. For̂uM&, three regimes are observed d
pending on the number of layers of the granular packing

~i! For packings with less than four layers, when the nu
ber of layers increases~from one to four! the system be-
comes more unstable, entailing a decrease in^uM&. This fact
is related to the dilatancy of the packing: for systems w
few layers the rigidity of the fixed rough bed imposes
greater level of dilatancy, leading to a more stable syst
As the number of layers is larger, this constraint gets wea
allowing an easier displacement of grains. Nevertheless

FIG. 7. Mean avalanche mass as a function of the numbe
layers of the system.

FIG. 8. Mean maximum angle of stability~filled squares! and
mean angle of repose~open circles! as a function of the number o
layers of the granular system.
-

el-

f
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the system gets larger and denser, the significance and i
ence of this dilatancy effect decreases~is ‘‘shielded’’! and
the following regime holds.

~ii ! Between roughly four and six layers, the slope of t
curve changes. This change may be due to an increase i
granular system packing fraction, which leads to an incre
in the dilatancy required to destabilize the system~@16,17#!.
Thicker systems are more packed and therefore more sta

~iii ! If the number of layers becomes larger than 6,^uM&
does not vary withN. It reaches instead a constant val
^uM&525.9°60.2°.

One curious feature is the fact that the individual sta
angleus , defined as the average angle at which a ball loca
on the rough surface loses its equilibrium, is significan
larger thanuM . us is easily measured by placing a row o
beads on the fixed rough bed and increasing the angle o
plane until they get destabilized. Under the conditions of
current experiment, it was found that^us&535°67°. This
result shows that this stability criteria cannot be used to c
culate uM as was suggested by Albert@8#. Moreover, it
clearly shows that the surface equilibrium~and the loss of
equilibrium! of a heap is a collective effect.

3. Angle of repose

For both regimes the angle of repose was defined asu r
5uM2d. It should be remembered that forN,Nc some-
timesd was not defined and in such casesdeff was used, the
angle that the free surface would form assuming the m
retained in the box filled a wedge close to the blocking b
Under this assumption, botĥuM& and ^u r& were plotted in
Fig. 8.

It can be seen that^u r& decreases withN up toN510. For
N.10, it remains almost constant and roughly equal
21.1°60.4°. This result may be compared to the one o
tained by Pouliquen and Renault@7# in a quite different situ-
ation: a constant flow of material is poured over a rou
plane while it is tilted down until the flow stops. They als
found that the angle of repose decreases with increa
granular layers untilN is approximately equal to 10.

It is interesting to compare both curves,uM and u r .
Whereas, for packings with few layers,uM decreases and
then increases due to the influence of the rough bed and
packing fraction, u r decreases monotonically. Therefo
once the system is set into motion, it evolves toward an an
that is only affected by the fixed rough bed. As the numb
of layers increases, the influence of the rough bed diminis
and becomes negligible for systems with more than ten
ers.

4. kdl angle

Figure 9 shows the variation of^d& (^deff&) with the num-
ber of layers. It can be seen that forN,10, ^deff& increases
with N, while for N.10, ^d& reaches a constant value.

C. Influence of humidity

Finally, and in order to evidence the importance of p
forming these experiments in a humidity controlled atm
sphere, the same experiments were performed using an
box under air humidity ranging from 67% to 74%. In Fig. 1
the mean maximum angles of stability for controlled a

of
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variable humidity experiments are shown. Experiments p
formed at two different approximate humidities show t
same qualitative behavior. Nevertheless, an important dif
ence in the stability of the packing is shown. The hum
system displays larger variations and remarkably lar
angles due to the more cohesive nature of the system.
curious result is that for systems with more than ten laye
the angled turned out to be the same:^d&70%54.7°60.8°
and ^d&50%54.7°60.5°. It is not the aim of this work to
study the influence of humidity on critical angles. Howev
in this particular case, the cohesive effect due to humid
affects bothuM andu r in such a way thatd is the same. In
order to obtain a conclusive result a larger range of hum
ties should be explored.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our experiments have clearly shown that surface flow
avalanches depend strongly on the height of the packing

~i! There is a given height~or a given number of layers
Nc! above which avalanche characteristics are indepen
of the packing height.

~ii ! Avalanche dynamics develops according to two d
ferent regimes corresponding to thin and thick grain pa
ings. The thin packing regime shows an avalanche proc
that behaves like a bouncing flow, while the other regime
that of creeping flow. A transition zone is also observed.

FIG. 9. Avalanche sizêd& as a function of the number of layers
,
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a system with constant height, a strong correlation with
avalanche mass is found foruM andd.

As observed by Pouliquen and Renault@7#, the roughness
of the bottom strongly influences the critical angles. In fa
experiments are in progress to study this effect.

^uM& values depend on humidity, but the same qualitat
results, due to dilatancy effects, were observed for all
packings under study, independent of humidity. Also,^d&
seems to be independent of humidity.

One of the most relevant results is that the parameters
to characterize the system in terms of avalanches areu r ~Sec.
IV A ! and the geometrical parameters. This angle of rep
appears to be essential to characterizing surface flow pro
ties of a granular medium.

Experiments are in progress to study the influence of
length of the granular packing. Preliminary results show t
the critical number of layersNc depends on its length. On th
contrary, the angle of reposeu r does not depend on it.
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FIG. 10. Mean maximum angle of stability as a function of t
number of layers for systems with different degrees of humid
around 70%~filled squares! and 50%~open circles!.
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